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Article Body:
Of all these self help books, all those self improvement tapes, all the religious dogmas, ever
Woooof. That’s one heady statement to make.

But I’ve been working this over for over 8 years now as a steady research and collecting notes

The basic is back on the farm. Did you know that Nature runs the same, no matter what you beli
Heated greenhouses in Antarctica prove it.

So how do all these religions say they are the only way out and that all others are (whatever)

That’s a bit cruel, and perhaps steps on everyone’s toes at once. But if you analyze organized
Back up a bit.
All - and I mean all - religions and philosophies contain certain common points. One of these
On and on and on.
Most nations have outlawed capital punishment - who wants to cast that first stone?

I think that if you looked hard enough, you’d also find some recognition of the Law of Attract

Of course, this above would then be a complete study all on its own. And I’ll leave that to th

Let’s just go with this idea that, like Nature, we are all living on this planet under the sam

It is just logical that all these religions, cults, and belief-systems (extremist, moderate, c
How would I go about explaining it?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Take Napoleon Hill’s "Think and Grow Rich" as the base, and back up to Huna’s 7 principl
Expand to his Law of Success, and widen the scope to include Haanel’s Master Key System,
Compare with Science of Getting Rich.
Examine the phenomenon of "The Secret", which is pushing the Law of Attraction.
Review Atkinson’s works along this line, as well as Earl Prevette.
Back this up through Genevieve Behrend to Thomas Troward.
Which then brings us right back to Huna as an overall and underlying base for all modern
Then come forward through current religions to show their similarities and posit the poi
Now, the base foundation for a common system could be laid, taking just the key points h

And this is just the beginning. Once you lay out the basic principles, personal techniques cou

As well, an approach to world peace is possible. If all war is either economic or ideological

This underlying system does exist. Interestingly, it isn’t a question of proving it, but dispr
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